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to elaborate further what the consequences could be, only to say, serious or fatal after-effects. Focus your attention to Fig. 1, showing a landing gear installation. 
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TAILS



By Stanley J. Dzik, EAA 15 4079 N. 62nd St., Milwaukee 16, Wis.



HAT IS detail design? How important is it in the W realm of major over-all design? To answer these questions I will cite a significant parallel for comparison and for your final review. Consider a surgeon in the process of a major operation. After completion, the surgeon overlooked a detail during the operation. No need to elaborate further what the consequences could be, only to say, serious or fatal after-effects. Focus your attention to Fig. 1, showing a landing gear installation. The total design concept of this gear strut installation appears to identify itself to good design practice. This drawing was abstracted from a recent technical trade magazine. The landing gear strut, you will note, is supported by an adapter tube. So far, so good. Now notice the plain taper pin installed through the collar at top of the gear strut. The plain taper pin installed as shown is the detail which could produce insidious results. Plain taper pins have been known to loosen and creep out of position. In this particular case, if the taper pin should fall out, the gear strut would possibly fall down with only the hydraulic brake line preventing it from dropping out. A landing made under this condition would result in serious damage to the aircraft and possible injury to pilot and passenger. Fig. 2 shows the approved method for installing the taper pin. The taper pin in this case would be an AN-386 T a p e r pin
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pin-threaded taper, commonly known as a taper pull-pin. The standard AN-386 specification sheet provides information on length, grip, thread, and material hardness. The latter is of great importance. The hardness of the pin given in the "AN" specification sheet can be used to determine the selection of material for mating parts in the design. "AN" standards do not provide for concave washers. However, the AN-975 taper pin (flat) washer can be used for reference, for drill, O.D. and thickness. The only further requirement would be to add the concave radius to the base of the washer, which can be easily done with a file. Under no circumstances should a flat washer be



used on a curved surface. Summing up the aforementioned design detail from the standpoint of economics, it would appear that the



the cost amounts to approximately 4Cc to satisfy this condition in meeting optimum design and safety. I'm sure no one intentionally wants to overlook critiOne-piece landing gear strut, turned out of spring steel, fits into tube in main bulkhead to which it is attached by single taper pin. Collar on strut and pin prevent axial movement, while taper pin alone prevents rotation. Multipurpose main bulkhead serves as attachment for wing



spar, wing strut, main landing gear, fuel tank and side-byside twin seats. Centrally located control column with triangular handle is reached from both seats. 12
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cal design detail, especially the chap who designs and



builds his own aircraft. Thousands of aircraft accident reports recorded in the



FAA files bear out the cold facts in which structural and mechanical failures are primarily attributed to careless detail design. (Continued on bottom of page 15)



the voltage needed per foot length is 0.36. Multiply by 12 (the length of the strip in feet) gives 4.32 volts and the current will be 1.5 (width of strip in inches) x 69 (from



T=thickness in inches of the metal strip then T =



Table 2) =103 amps. Since the leads from the transformer



to the elements also consume voltage, the transformer must have an output higher than 4.32 volts. The voltage drop for various types of leads can be found in Table 3. Suppose that the leads are of 0.012 flexible conductor, it will be seen that for two five foot long leads, the voltage drop at 100 amps, (nearest to 103 amps) is 0.13. The total voltage required would therefore be 4.32 + 0.13 = 4.45.



An alternative and somewhat easier way to adjust heat simply is to use a variable resistance control or rheostat.



Never try to push a transformer above its rated out-



put, and never exceed the maximum ratings of any regulators used.



If a transformer is already at hand, it is usually possible to make up elements to match it. The formula to apply is as follows: Sjcx L J rv') — - O KA-— 2.54 x„ UB x T + where R = the optimum resistance of the circuit for the transformer. This is obtained by dividing the output voltage of the transformer by its rated amperage. R is made up of two parts, r x = the resistance of the heating strip, and r v = the resistance of the leads. S = specific resistance of the metal in ohm cm. units. For mild steel this is 20 x 10—6 and for stainless steel it is approximately 60 x 1C—° L=length in inches of the metal strip B.= width in inches of the metal strip TABLE 3.



B = L =



to rely on accurate timing for heating, and since the temperatures involved cannot damage the wood (although



excessive or prolonged heating would reduce the moisture content) the homebuilder will probably find that he need only make approximate calculations and add on a "factor of certainty" to facilitate his work. A note on the use of this equipment. The voltages are very low, the current is high. There is no danger in handling the live elements, but always disconnect the transformer leads before removing the heating strips from the jig. This is because if the live strips are put aside on the floor or bench, and if they should make contact through a nail or thin sliver of metal, the high amperage will heat this contact possibly to red heat with the consequent risk of fire. The airplane builder is offered this chance to speed his work through accelerated glue drying. There are choices of different means to this end—a portable electric reflector heater, an electric blanket, or strip heating. Each has its place and can help you to get into the air.



All you have to do is to bear in mind that these methods are there, ready for you to make use of them.
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The voltage drop in various leads at 10 ft. length with different currents NON-FLEXIBLE



557/0.012 250 amp.



705/0.012 400 amp.
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19/0.083 147 amp.



37/0.103 298 amp.



61/0.103 413 amp.



Copper 1" x VA" 800 amp.



0.00016



0.0003



0.008
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490/0.0076 770/0.0076 1 130/0.0076 1680/0.0076 2200/0.0076



196/0.012 266/0.012 100 amp. 150 amp.



(ohms) per 10 ft.



S xL rx x 2.54 x T r, x 2.54 x B x T



It is thus possible to arrive at a heating strip adapted to the work and to the transformer. In actual working, it should seldom be necessary
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S x L rx x 2.54 x B



0.0038



0.0028
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0.00079



0.0013



0.00079



0.00026



0.19 0.23 0.27 0.30 0.34 0.38 — — — — — — —



0.14 0.17 0.20 0.22 0.25 0.28 0.42 — — — — — —



0.065 0.078 0.091 0.10 0.12 0.13 0.20 0.26 0.33 — — — —



0.053 0.064 0.075 0.086 0.096 0.11 0.16 0.21 0.27 0.32 0.37 0.43 —
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I most highly recommend to the amateur and the professional aircraft designer-builder as well, to review and study FAA Technical Manual No. 103, entitled "Aircraft Design Through Service Experience." This manual shows hundreds of examples with illustrated drawings describing poor detail design as the case in point. This manual can be purchased from the Supt. of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington 25, D.C. Purchase price is $1.25.
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0.15



My final comment and suggestion in accordance with



EAA policy, is to strongly urge its members to have qualified individuals conduct a detail design survey or "hazard analysis" of his aircraft, with the objectives of design improvement and the elimination of any potential



failures or accidents. In this connection, I wish to point



out that such design surveys are inherently more fruitful if conducted independently of the original designer, in order that full advantage can be taken of fresh viewpoints and suggestions. SPORT
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If the test caus- es no damage, you're ready to mask your trim colors. Because you must mask each trim color individually, most builders create a design with no.
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1. Any given instrument should be easy to find and identify. 2. The most important and frequently used instru- ments should have the most favorable position with.
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